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Gallup and Council on Competitiveness
Co-Present Virtual Event Tuesday, June 23rd:
“Rebuilding Trust in Uncertain Times”

Event Features…

• **Gallup Editor in Chief Mohamed Younis**
• **Council on Competitiveness President and CEO Deborah Wince-Smith**
• **Princeton University’s David Miller, PhD**
• **Fmr. Marine Corps General and current U.S. Congressman Jack Bergman**
• **Moderated by White House Correspondent Carrie Sheffield**

(WASHINGTON, DC—June 22, 2020) The Council on Competitiveness, a leadership organization of CEOs, university presidents, labor leaders, and national lab directors working together to keep America competitive in a challenging global economy, and Gallup, a global analytics and advice firm that helps leaders and organizations solve their most pressing problems, are hosting “Rebuilding Trust in Uncertain Times” on Tuesday, June 23rd.
The event—featuring the latest global survey research on the trust issue—will tackle how the media and other institutions can rebuild trust in the middle of vast economic uncertainty and highly partisan times.

**WHAT**: Leading experts discuss “Rebuilding Trust in Uncertain Times”, featuring new research from Gallup

**WHO**: The panel will feature:
- Mohamed Younis, Editor in Chief, Gallup
- General Jack Bergman, USMC (Ret.), U.S. Congressman (MI-01)
- Deborah Wince-Smith, President and CEO of Council on Competitiveness
- David Miller PhD of Princeton University and co-author of the white paper "Towards a 'Restoration of Trust': Preliminary Insights and Lessons from Wisdom Traditions"

**WHEN**: Tuesday, June 23, 2020 at 2:00pm EST

**WATCH**: [https://youtu.be/KgUX-UBG8fs](https://youtu.be/KgUX-UBG8fs)

**About the Council on Competitiveness**
For more than three decades, the Council on Competitiveness (Council) has championed a competitiveness agenda for the United States to attract investment and talent and spur the commercialization of new ideas. While the players may have changed since its founding in 1986, the mission remains as vital as ever—to enhance U.S. productivity and raise the standard of living for all Americans.

The members of the Council—CEOs, university presidents, labor leaders and national lab directors—represent a powerful, nonpartisan voice that sets aside politics and seeks results. By providing real-world perspective to policymakers, the Council’s private sector network makes an impact on decision-making across a broad spectrum of issues—from the cutting-edge of science and technology, to the democratization of innovation, to the shift from energy weakness to strength that supports the growing renaissance in U.S. manufacturing. The Council firmly believes that with the right policies, the strengths and potential of the U.S. economy far outweigh the current challenges the nation faces on the path to higher growth and greater opportunity for all Americans.
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